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Educational reform in Ukraine

Educational reform is often a result of careful planning over many years. The educational chances imposed on Ukraine in the decades of reform during the 1990s almost entirely resulted from unforeseen political changes.
Ideological control of education has decreased. But the questions of purpose and use of education during or after reform had taken place, were losing clarity and vision. The process of educational change in the country closely emulates political and economic change which can lead to ad hoc short-term and multi-faceted reform. Its components should enable a more efficient and cooperative pattern, as Ukraine strives for European membership, it should help to live together by providing a common form of upbringing and cultural heritage for the young, and at the same time, professional procedures and training patterns for adults to rethink their future. The implication of such new education creates considerable difficulties regarding educational situation in Ukraine. There are political, economic as well as educational tensions in reconciling with new trends.
During the whole period of Ukraine’s independence, the country’s education sector has accumulated numerous problems of systematic nature, the main ones being the decline of logistics, teaching staff aging, low salaries, low social status of educators. Also, the education system is inefficient, outdated with over-centralized management and financing; unequal access to quality education, excessive commercialization of educational services, corruption, fall of students’ knowledge and skills, obsolete methods and techniques of teaching.
Ukraine needs education reform, which should be the subject of social consensus and understanding that education is one of the main levers of civilization progress and economic development. The goal of this reform is to create an attractive national system of education that would integrate into the European Education Community. The Single Europe act and the Maastricht Treaty (1992) opened up wider opportunities for steps towards a single Europe by effectively blurring the boundaries between educational and professional preparation and allowed education to be an economic facilitation. It reflected the needs of the EU countries. But how does Ukraine, as EU applicant, fit these needs? At the moment it is not easy for it to embrace the complete context of educational development and reform of EU states. Besides economic difficulties, we will have to overcome limits to national autonomy, to accept democracy in education and individual free exchange across the Union, to develop the system of transnational redistribution. All these will slowly identify us with the European mission.
One of the main concerns is whether education should really encourage a greater knowledge of European languages. In case of language promotion should we favour the use of a few major languages as English, French and German or stand on the concept of learning through the mother tongue. What about an alternative, the development of a lingua franca, which may be another solution? In the situation we live now, a multilingual approach seems the most suitable.
The first steps of Ukraine towards the European community have not been successful. But still we do not have to struggle much overcoming the unknown. We may follow on a well-trodden path: to pursue models of recently integrated countries of Eastern Europe.
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